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FITNESS (ROW, RUN, RIDE, OPTIONAL SWIM)
 
Cardio-vascular fitness is the cornerstone of optimal health. Throughout 
the health upgrade we’ll be utilising many different cardio-vascular 
disciplines E.g Rowing, Running, Riding and swimming in both anaerobic 
(intervals) and aerobic (constant) formats. choose one diciplin that want 
improve only. 
 
The C.V program has been designed to help anyone who wants to focus on 
increasing their capacity In these domains, speed up their ability to recover 
during intensive exercise and last but not least dramatically increase your 
energy level by improving the efficiency of how you utilise oxygen.
 
The programme is flip cycle that progressivley builds across three weeks 
and repeats again in the 2nd - 3 week block. You have the choice of three 
different starting points for each discipline. If you struggle for breath 
during workouts then climb into these sessions and you’ll have Iron lungs 
within weeks.

Note the time domains shaded below in the energy system graph that we 
will focus on. The intentions is to challenge your sustain power efforts and 
your short-medium aerobic capacity. Speeding up your recovery ability 
and improving your cardio vascular health.

LEVEL GUIDE 
The health upgrade fitness programme levels vary in volume, intensity. The 
program complexity has purposely been kept simple in its delivery so that 
participants can build their confidence with the individual movements and 
the program structure over the seven weeks. Our goal is to develop your 
consistency and resilience, so your exercise routine becomes a sustainable 
part of your life long term.

THE ROOKIE  
Choose this level If you are starting back for the first time over six months? 
Aim for one coached session per week rotating the two programmes. any 
more is a bonus. Remember the key to success with fitness is consistency 
and surrounding yourself with positive people when first starting out.
Training Frequency:  
1 x Coached Session, 1 x Solo Session, 1 x GymBox Session

THE APPRENTICE 
Choose this level if you are gym goer but your inconsistent and need to 
re-build your routine? Aim to complete both a programmed sessions and 
a coached Fitness session each week. Your 7-week outcome is to build 
towards transitioning up to the G.O.A.T programme. Keys to success are 
building conditioning.
Training Frequency:  
1 x Coached Session, 1 x Solo Session, 2 x GymBox Session 

THE G.O.A.T 
#fitspo!!! You love the traning and want to drop the hammer...........Get it! 
Your experienced in exercise, so focus on intensity and look to challenge 
yourself across the seven weeks but be mindful of recovery. Keys to 
success will be to measure then re-measure your fitness baselines with all 
the gains!
Training Frequency:  
1 x Coached Session, 1 x Solo Session, 3 x GymBox Session
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ROWING
The program will focus on short, mid and long-distance rowing 
intervals. Rowing is an excellent power endurance based 
activity that teaches the participant to correctly utilise their 
leg drive in conjunction with their postural strength and arms. 
Good Leg drive is fundamental to developing athleticism.
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COACH SESSIONS 
 
The cross-training sessions are designed to build 
your aerobic and anaerobic fitness across multiple 
modalities of exercise. Human fitness has never 
been a one dimensional activity. Having a multi 
facet capacity ensures that you are well prepared 
for anything nature or life can throw at you.

WEEK ONE - SHORT
Row 5 x 500m w 1min recovery’s

Run 6 x 400m w 1min recovery’s

Ride 3 x 2km w 1min recovery’s 

*Rest 3-5min between exercises

WEEK TWO - MEDIUM 
Row 3 x 1km w 2min recovery’s

Run 3 x 1km w 2min recovery’s

Ride 2 x 5km w 2min recovery’s 
 
*Rest 5min between exercises

WEEK THREE - LONG
Row 3km for time

Run 3km for time

Ride 10km for time 
 
*Rest 5-7mins between exercises

TECHNIQUE:
• The row sequence: 60% Legs 30% Back 10% Arms.

• Pulling phase: Breath out, focus on their legs, heels down during the drive, chest up, long stroke.

• Recovery phase: Slow return, Breathe in >>> arms >>> hip hinge >>> bend your knees

SHORT MEDIUM LONG
• WEEK 1
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only
 
Apprentice - Blues fitness 
test - male 280m female 
250m 1min on 1min off x10sets
 
Breather - Blues fitness test - 
male 300m female 280m 1min 
on 1min off x10sets

• WEEK 4
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only
 
Apprentice - Blues fitness 
test - male 280m female 
250m 1min on 1min off x10sets 
 
Breather - Blues fitness test - 
male 300m female 280m 1min 
on 1min off x10sets

• WEEK 2
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 5 x 500m with 
2min recovery’s males: sub 
2min females sub 2.10min 
 
Breather - 5 x 500m with 
2min recovery’s males: sub 
1.45min females sub 1.55min

• WEEK 5
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 5 x 500m with 
2min recovery’s males: sub 
1.50min females sub 2min 
 
Breather - 5 x 500m with 
2min recovery’s males: sub 
1.40min females sub 1.50min

• WEEK 3
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 3km for times 
 
Breather - 5km for times

• WEEK 6
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice -  3km beat your 
original times 
 
Breather - 5km beat your  
original times

SOLO SESSION  
 
Specificity!!! Choose the one modality you want to work on the most Or need to work on for a cardio challenge you 
have coming up? Round the bays, Tough Mudder, Waka Ama, Surfing, Paddle boarding, Mountian biking or hit a session 
with your mate or build some resilience by getting the work done yourself. Remember Its your health upgrade so make 
it what you want too.
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RUNNING
The Health Upgrade running focus is targeted on pure health 
benefits. Our focus is developing your energy pathways 
and improving your sense of wellbeing. We can achieve by 
focusing on the use of shorter duration running distances 
(less than 3km) and track style.
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TECHNIQUE:
• Mild brace position: “tail tucked, chest up, relaxed shoulders”

• Breathing: Rhythmic tempo

• Knee lift: 
   • Sprints - High in line with hips, 
   • Out-door time trials stride outs format.

SHORT MEDIUM LONG
• WEEK 1
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only
 
Apprentice - EMOM 20m 
Shuttle test every min on the 
min perform  7-8-9-7-8-9-7-8-
9-7-8-9-7-8-9 unisex (15mins)
 
Breather - EMOM 20m 
Shuttle test every min on the 
min perform  8-9-10-8-9-10-
8-9-10-8-9-10-8-9-10 unisex 
(15mins)

• WEEK 4
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only
 
Apprentice - EMOM 20m 
Shuttle test every min on the 
min perform  8-9-10-8-9-10-
8-9-10-8-9-10-8-9-10 unisex 
(15min) 
 
Breather - EMOM 20m 
Shuttle test every min on the 
min perform  9-10-11-9-10-11-
9-10-11-9-10-11-9-10-11 unisex 
(15min)

• WEEK 2
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 3 x 1km Quay 
street @ 7min turnarounds 
 
Breather - 4 x 1km @  
2min recovery’s

• WEEK 5
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 3 x 1km @  
min recoverys 
 
Breather - 4 x 1km @ 2min 
recoverys beat your last times

• WEEK 3
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 3km for times 
 
Breather - 5km for times

• WEEK 6
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice -  3km beat your 
original times 
 
Breather - 5km beat your  
original times

COACH SESSIONS 
 
The cross-training sessions are designed to build 
your aerobic and anaerobic fitness across multiple 
modalities of exercise. Human fitness has never 
been a one dimensional activity. Having a multi 
facet capacity ensures that you are well prepared 
for anything nature or life can throw at you.

WEEK ONE - SHORT
Row 5 x 500m w 1min recovery’s

Run 6 x 400m w 1min recovery’s

Ride 3 x 2km w 1min recovery’s 

*Rest 3-5min between exercises

WEEK TWO - MEDIUM 
Row 3 x 1km w 2min recovery’s

Run 3 x 1km w 2min recovery’s

Ride 2 x 5km w 2min recovery’s 
 
*Rest 5min between exercises

WEEK THREE - LONG
Row 3km for time

Run 3km for time

Ride 10km for time 
 
*Rest 5-7mins between exercises

SOLO SESSION  
 
Specificity!!! Choose the one modality you want to work on the most Or need to work on for a cardio challenge you 
have coming up? Round the bays, Tough Mudder, Waka Ama, Surfing, Paddle boarding, Mountian biking or hit a session 
with your mate or build some resilience by getting the work done yourself. Remember Its your health upgrade so make 
it what you want too.

• Foot strike: Mid foot, During sprints set 
treadmill above 5% incline pull your toe up 
in your shoe.

• Arm swing: Hip to lip always be aggressive 
with your arms in a sprint.
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BIKE
The cycle program has a dual purpose. 
Bikes are great for speeding up recovery 
after a hard “Leg day” in a steady state 
format or, smashing interval sets to improve 
your power output. Guaranteed to build 
lower body endurance!
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TECHNIQUE:
• Bike set up: Seat set up at hip height, handles should be elbow to finger distance away from seat.

• Pedalling stroke: Is a drive and pull with your feet, the legs should act like pistons with your knees   
 straight up and down. No wobbly knees

• Torso: Soft elbows turned around towards torso, avoid excessive moving side to side.

• Muscle focus: Glutes, quads and hamstrings.

SHORT MEDIUM LONG (GO OUTSIDE ON YOUR BIKE)

• WEEK 1 - SPRINTS
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only
 
Apprentice - 1min on 1 min 
off x 20min females: 100rpm, 
males: 120rpm
 
Breather - 1min on 1 min off  
x 20min females: 100rpm, 
males: 120rpm

• WEEK 4 - HOLD RPM’S 
INCREASE RESISTANCE 
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only
 
Apprentice - 1min on 1 min 
off x 20min females: 90rpm, 
males: 110rpm 
 
Breather - 1min on 1 min off  
x 20min females: 100rpm, 
males: 120rpm

• WEEK 2
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 5 x 1km with 
2min recovery’s 
 
Breather - 5 x 2km with 
2min recovery’s

• WEEK 5 - SHORTEN REST 
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 5 x1km with 
1min recovery’s 
 
Breather - 55 x 1km with 
1min recovery’s

• WEEK 3
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - Ride 15km for time 
 
Breather - Ride 20km for time

• WEEK 6
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice -  Ride 30km for time 
 
Breather - Ride 40km for time

COACH SESSIONS 
 
The cross-training sessions are designed to build 
your aerobic and anaerobic fitness across multiple 
modalities of exercise. Human fitness has never 
been a one dimensional activity. Having a multi 
facet capacity ensures that you are well prepared 
for anything nature or life can throw at you.

WEEK ONE - SHORT
Row 5 x 500m w 1min recovery’s

Run 6 x 400m w 1min recovery’s

Ride 3 x 2km w 1min recovery’s 

*Rest 3-5min between exercises

WEEK TWO - MEDIUM 
Row 3 x 1km w 2min recovery’s

Run 3 x 1km w 2min recovery’s

Ride 2 x 5km w 2min recovery’s 
 
*Rest 5min between exercises

WEEK THREE - LONG
Row 3km for time

Run 3km for time

Ride 10km for time 
 
*Rest 5-7mins between exercises

SOLO SESSION  
 
Specificity!!! Choose the one modality you want to work on the most Or need to work on for a cardio challenge you 
have coming up? Round the bays, Tough Mudder, Waka Ama, Surfing, Paddle boarding, Mountian biking or hit a session 
with your mate or build some resilience by getting the work done yourself. Remember Its your health upgrade so make 
it what you want too.
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SWIMMING
Is the rockstar from this group of mono-structural activities it 
offers us the ability improve fitness, mobilise our shoulders, and 
strengthen our upper body and if we do it in the ocean or cold 
pool (Parnell/Pt Erin) then it cold therapy comes into play by 
offering some amazing health benefits. The program has been 
kept as a simple freestyle only program.
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TECHNIQUE:
*Freestyle only

• Streamline position: Tail bone tucked, chin back, arms long.

• Stroke: High hips, arms higher than ears, relaxed ankles and controlled consistent leg drive.

• Breathing: Every 3rd stroke for beginners, alternating head rotation patterns

• Equipment: Get some good goggles they make swimming far more enjoyable.

SHORT MEDIUM LONG
• WEEK 1 - SPRINTS
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only
 
Apprentice - Walk 25m swim 
25m under 1min x 5 walks 5 
sprints
 
Breather - Swim 25m every 
90sec x10sets

• WEEK 4  
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only
 
Apprentice - Walk 25m swim 
25m under 50sec x 10sets 
 
Breather - Swim 50m every 
2min x10sets

• WEEK 2
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 3 x 150m swim 
with 3min recovery anyhow 
 
Breather -  x 200m swim 
timed with 3min recovery 
btw sets

• WEEK 5 
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 3 x 150m swim 
with 2min recovery anyhow 
 
Breather - 3 x 200m swim 
timed with 2min recovery 
btw sets

• WEEK 3
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice - 15 laps unbroken 
for time 
 
Breather - 25 laps unbroken 
for time

• WEEK 6
Rookie - Stick to coached 
session only 

Apprentice -  15 laps beat your 
last time 
 
Breather - 25 laps beat your 
last time

COACH SESSIONS 
 
The cross-training sessions are designed to build 
your aerobic and anaerobic fitness across multiple 
modalities of exercise. Human fitness has never 
been a one dimensional activity. Having a multi 
facet capacity ensures that you are well prepared 
for anything nature or life can throw at you.

WEEK ONE - SHORT
Row 5 x 500m w 1min recovery’s

Run 6 x 400m w 1min recovery’s

Ride 3 x 2km w 1min recovery’s 

*Rest 3-5min between exercises

WEEK TWO - MEDIUM 
Row 3 x 1km w 2min recovery’s

Run 3 x 1km w 2min recovery’s

Ride 2 x 5km w 2min recovery’s 
 
*Rest 5min between exercises

WEEK THREE - LONG
Row 3km for time

Run 3km for time

Ride 10km for time 
 
*Rest 5-7mins between exercises

SOLO SESSION  
 
Specificity!!! Choose the one modality you want to work on the most Or need to work on for a cardio challenge you 
have coming up? Round the bays, Tough Mudder, Waka Ama, Surfing, Paddle boarding, Mountian biking or hit a session 
with your mate or build some resilience by getting the work done yourself. Remember Its your health upgrade so make 
it what you want too.
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TIPS & TRICKS
Just Do It. 

Nike
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AVOID STIMULANTS  
Watch out c for affeine it will get you! Raising your resting heart rate 
before you start any sustained effort will bring on your lactic fresh hold 
much faster than with out.

It seems like a good idea at the time when your feeling flat or mentally not 
up for it BUT the temporary increase in energy comes at a cost. It will be 
quickly be replaced with cortisol which stresses the heart. The intensity 
and tempo that you begin your training may not be sustainable with where 
your currently at. Its better start slow and builld.

HYDRATE - This format of exercise requires good pre, during and post 
exercise hydration. Try follow the two before 2pm rule and bring a 1.5litre 
bottle or larger to training. You’ll notice this much later in workouts, you 
might not be so energetic at the start without caffeine but you’ll have 
better endurance later to push through.

RHYTHMIC BREATHING:  
It seems obvious but tempo is the most important component of both anaerobic 
or aerobic exercise. The more in tune and controlled you are with your breathing 
tempo the better you feel during the activity.

Running - Focus on 3/4 foot strikes pulsing your breath out and then inhale for the 
same target remember rhythm is the key.

Rowing - 1:1 ratio forced expiration on the pull and longer inhalation on the 
recovery stroke.

Riding - Less breath’s per minute is the goal! try remain around 10-15 per minute 
when working at aerobic level. This will increase during anaerobic efforts.

Swimming  -  Three strokes to one breath. Its crucial that you practice both sides for 
healthy neck rotation and co-ordination. Even if its 1 lap left 1 lap right.

BREATH IN BREATH OUT

BREATH IN
TO PULL

BREATH OUT
TO RETURN

10-15 BREATHS 
PER MINUTE

THREE STORKES
TO ONE BREATH
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MOBILITY 
Joint R.O.M (range of movement) is the key to preventing long-term 
mechanical breakdown of the body. Daily range tests give us insight into 
the current condition of our body. The key is to have fun with it include 
your movement challenges in your warm-ups make games of it.
 
• Daily – Integrated warm ups or targeted joint manipulations  
 – “Remember movement is medicine”.
• Weekly – 1 x concentrated session per week on mobility challenges
 

MEDITATION 
“BREATHING BRO” its fundamental to good health but when do actually 
practice it? Your parasympathetic nervous system controls your pain 
receptors and switches on the respiratory functions of the body which 
meditation gives you access too.
 
How to box breathe: 5 seconds in >>> 5 seconds hold >>> 5 seconds out
* Nose breathing only
** Inhale sequence: Tummy, chest, head
 
• Daily: First thing in the morning box breathing 2-10mins personal choice  
 OR as a sleep practice before bed at night.

RECOVERY TIPS - COLD THERAPY 
This treatment has been around for centuries. It’s only now that we un-
derstand the science behind it. Controlled temperature exposure invokes 
autonomic responses that promote healthier mental states and speeds up 
physiological repair.
 
• Daily routine - 30-60sec cold shower
• Bi-weekly routine – Ice bath for 2mins

HEAT THERAPY
Reduces all-cause mortality by 40% (Dr Rhonda Patrick). Controlled doses 
of extreme heat e.g sauna at 100 degrees produces a purging effect inside 
the body called autophagy, where your body cleans out damaged cells and 
regenerate new ones. A protein called p62 activates to induce autophagy 
and is the key to an improved human lifespan over time.
 
• Weekly routine - 2 x 15min sessions in a sauna as close to 100 degrees 
 as possible

INHALE ENHALE

PAUSE

BREATHING DOT
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FITNESS 1.0
info@wellme.co.nz

 
0508 FOR WELLME 

www.wellme.co.nz/upgrade

WellMeUpgrade

Disclaimer: The exercise prescription in this program is for the individuals of the Health Upgrade. Participants have selected the programme that best suits their 
specific goals. If you are under primary care for injury or illness, please seek clearance from your provider before attempting this program.


